Tips for Choosing a Reader – LEVEL ①

• Pictures tell the story.
• Words appear in large print.
• Book uses simple words.
• Book uses sight words.
• Words may repeat.
• Words often rhyme.
• Words might appear in the same place on each page.
• Only one or two lines of words appear on each page.
• Each page has lots of empty space.
• Book contains few or no punctuation marks.
• Book tells a simple story.
• Books tell a story about something familiar to the child.

Level ① Readers @ Pierce County Library

Berenstain Bears Go In and Out  E Berenstain
Hot Dog  E Coxe
Rabbit and Turtle Go to School  E Floyd
Chicken Said “Cluck!”  E Grant
Cinderella at the Ball  E Hillert
Look! I Can Read  E Hood
The Big, Big Wall  E Howard
Two Feet Up, Two Feet Down  E Love
Bob Books (Set One)  Beginning Readers  E Maslen
Dot and Bob  E Mcphail
Look for Ladybugs  E Rau
Frank and the Giant  E Ross
Hop on Pop  E Seuss
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